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ABSTRACT

Aims. We investigate the variability in temperature as a function of time among a sample of coronal X-ray bright points (XBPs).
Methods. We analysed a 7-h (17:00–24:00 UT) long time sequence of soft X-ray images observed almost simultaneously in two
filters (Ti_poly and Al_mesh) on April 14, 2007 with X-ray telescope (XRT) onboard the Hinode mission. We identified and selected
14 XBPs for a detailed analysis. The light curves of XBPs were derived using the SolarSoft library in IDL. The temperature of XBPs
was determined using the calibrated temperature response curves of the two filters by means of the intensity ratio method.
Results. We find that the XBPs show a high variability in their temperature and that the average temperature ranges from 1.1 MK to
3.4 MK. The variations in temperature are often correlated with changes in average X-ray emission. It is evident from the results of
time series that the XBP heating rate can be highly variable on short timescales, suggesting that it has a reconnection origin.
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1. Introduction

Solar coronal X-ray bright points (XBPs) have been an enigma
since their discovery in late 1960’s (Vaiana et al. 1970). XBPs
have been studied in great detail using Skylab and Yohkoh X-ray
images (Golub et al. 1974; Harvey 1996; Nakakubo & Hara
1999; Longcope et al. 2001; Hara & Nakakubo 2003). Their cor-
respondence with small bipolar magnetic regions was discovered
by combining ground-based magnetic field measurements with
simultaneous space-borne X-ray imaging observations (Krieger
et al. 1971; Golub et al. 1977). The number of XBPs found
(daily) on the Sun varies from several hundreds up to a few thou-
sands (Golub et al. 1974). Zhang et al. (2001) found a density
of 800 XBPs for the entire solar surface at any given time. It
is known that the observed XBP number is anti-correlated with
the solar cycle, but this is an observational bias and the number
density of XBPs is nearly independent of the 11-yr solar activ-
ity cycle (Nakakubo & Hara 1999; Sattarov et al. 2002; Hara
& Nakakubo 2003). On the other hand, Sattarov et al. (2010)
found a modest decrease in the number of coronal bright points
in EIT/195 Å associated with the maximum of Cycle 23. Thus,
the variation in the number of XBPs with solar cycle is still an
open question.

Golub et al. (1974) found that the diameters of the XBPs are
around 10–20 arcsec and that their lifetimes range from 2 h to
2 days (Zhang et al. 2001; Kariyappa 2008). Studies have in-
dicated that the temperatures are fairly low, T = 2 × 106 K,
and electron densities ne = 5 × 109 cm−3 (Golub & Pasachoff
1997), although cooler XBPs exist (Habbal 1990). XBPs are
also useful as tracers of coronal rotation (Karachik et al. 2006;
Kariyappa 2008) and contribute to the solar X-ray irradiance

variability (DeLuca & Saar, in prep.; Kariyappa & DeLuca, in
prep.). Assuming that almost all XBPs represent new magnetic
flux emerging at the solar surface, their overall contribution to
the solar magnetic flux would exceed that of the active regions
(Golub & Pasachoff 1997). Since a statistical interaction of the
magnetic field is associated with the production of XBPs, the
variation in the number of XBPs on the Sun represents a mea-
sure of the magnetic activity of its origin.

The chromospheric bright points are also observed using
high resolution CaII H and K spectroheliograms and filtergrams.
Extensive studies have been conducted to determine their dy-
namical evolution, and their contributions to chromospheric os-
cillations and heating, and UV irradiance variability (e.g. Liu
1974; Cram & Damé 1983; Kariyappa et al. 1994; Kariyappa
1994, 1996; Kariyappa & Pap 1996; Kariyappa 1999; Kariyappa
et al. 2005; Kariyappa & Damé 2010). The oscillations of the
bright points at the higher chromosphere have been investi-
gated using SOHO/SUMER Lyman series observations (Curdt
& Heinzel 1998; Kariyappa et al. 2001). It is known from these
studies that the chromospheric bright points are associated with
3-min periods in their intensity variations.

XBPs observed using Hinode/XRT and Yohkoh/SXT have
been found to exhibit intensity oscillations on timescales of be-
tween a few minutes and hours (Kariyappa & Varghese 2008;
Strong et al. 1992). Similar variations in the brightness of coro-
nal bright points observed with EIT data were reported by
Kankelborg & Longcope (1999). These oscillations may be
indicative of impulsive energy released by small-scale recon-
nection events associated with BPs (Longcope & Kankelborg
1999). The X-ray Telescope on Hinode, XRT, has made long and
continuous high temporal and spatial resolution time sequence
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Fig. 1. Sample of X-ray images obtained on April 14, 2007 at the center of the solar disk in a quiet region. The field of view for both images is
512′′ × 512′′, the left image being taken with the Ti_poly filter at full resolution (512 × 512 pixels), the right image being taken with the Al_mesh
filter binned 2 × 2 (256 × 256 pixels). The analysed XBPs are marked as xbp1, xbp2,..., xbp14.

observations of XBPs. In addition, the angular resolution of
XRT is 1′′, which is almost three times better than that of
Yohkoh/SXT instrument. Owing to the wide coronal temper-
ature coverage achieved with XRT observations, the XRT can
provide for the first time the complete dynamical evolution in-
formation for the XBPs. Studying the spatial and temporal rela-
tionship between the solar coronal XBPs and the photospheric
and chromospheric magnetic features is important in helping us
to understand the physics of the Sun. The Hinode/XRT observa-
tions provide an opportunity to investigate and understand more
deeply the dynamical evolution and nature of XBPs than has
been possible to date and to determine their relation to the large-
scale magnetic features. These high resolution observations and
investigations would be helpful in understanding the role of os-
cillations and the nature of the waves associated with XBPs that
heat the corona.

The aim of this paper is to determine the temperature of
XBPs using the soft X-ray images observed almost simultane-
ously in two filters and to show that both cooler and hotter XBPs
are present in the corona.

2. Observations and analysis

The results presented in this paper are based on the analysis of a
7-h (17:00 UT to 24:00 UT) time sequence of soft X-ray images
obtained on April 14, 2007, almost simultaneously in Ti_poly &
Al_mesh filters from XRT onboard Hinode (Golub et al. 2007).
These data consists of 2-min cadence images taken at the cen-
ter of the solar disk in a quiet region. The field of view for both
images is 512′′ × 512′′. The image taken with the Ti_poly fil-
ter is at full resolution (512 × 512 pixels), whereas the image
with the Al_mesh filter is binned 2 × 2 (256 × 256 pixels). We
identified and selected 14 XBPs in both images. We marked the
14 XBPs on both the images in Fig. 1 as xbp1, xbp2,..., xbp14.
We used the routine xrt_prep.pro in IDL under SolarSoftWare
(SSW) to calibrate the images including (i) removal of cosmic-
ray hits and streaks (using the subroutine xrt_clean_ro.pro); (ii)
calibration of read-out signals; (iii) removal of CCD bias; (iv)
calibration for dark current; and (v) normalization of each image

for exposure time. We manually placed rectangular boxes over
the selected XBPs in the calibrated images and kept the box
size the same throughout the time sequence. We ensure by run-
ning the movie of the image sequence that the XBP remained
always within the box. We then derived the cumulative intensity
values of the XBPs by adding all the pixel intensity values in-
side corresponding boxes for the total duration of observations.
The light curves of the XBPs were derived from both the time
sequence images.

Shortly after the launch of Hinode, the contamination from
an unknown source began to deposit itself on the XRT CCD at a
roughly constant rate. Routine CCD bakeouts do not completely
remove this contamination. Although the actual substance(s) are
not known, the optical properties, as judged by the change in the
filter response to “quiet Sun” plasma, are similar to diethylhexyl
phthalate (DEHP). If modelled as DEHP, the contaminant layer
at the time of our observations is estimated to be ≈1417 Å thick.
The effect of the contaminant is highly wavelength dependent,
with long wavelengths mostly being absorbed. Consequently,
the Al-mesh filter is much more affected than Ti_poly, al-
though the effect in the latter is not negligible. XRT IDL
software available in the SSW tree (make_xrt_wave_resp.pro,
make_xrt_temp_resp.pro) was used to include this contamina-
tion layer in the filter temperature response for our analysis.
After including the contamination layer, we derived the filter
response curves for both Ti_poly and Al_mesh filters. These
curves were used to estimate the temperature of XBPs af-
ter determining the intensity ratios. To calculate temperature,
Al_mesh images were interpolated to match Ti_poly image
scale. Because both images were taken almost simultaneously,
no sub-pixel co-alignment of images was performed. A more
detailed discussion of the data analysis is also presented along
with the results in the following section.

3. Results and discussion

The temperature fluctuations and morphology of different X-ray
bright points and associated plasma properties have not been
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Fig. 2. Time series of XBPs (xbp5, xbp7, xbp8,
xbp9, xbp10, and xbp14) observed in Ti_poly
filter (intensity in DN/s versus start time).

Fig. 3. Time series of XBPs (xbp5, xbp7, xbp8,
xbp9, xbp10 & xbp14) observed in Al_mesh
filter (intensity in DN/s versus start time).

well understood. Some authors classified the bright points seen
at different temperatures as cool and hot components (McIntosh
2007; Tian et al. 2008) in transition region and corona respec-
tively. It will be interesting to know whether there are cooler and
hotter bright points (XBPs) at the coronal level.

Our Fig. 1 reveals the different types of XBPs showing dif-
ferent X-ray emission levels with a rich morphology. In the cal-
ibrated image, we placed rectangular boxes over the selected
XBPs and derived the cumulative intensity values of the XBPs
by adding all the pixel intensity values. The light curves of all
the XBPs were derived for both the time sequence images. The
light curves of 6 XBPs (e.g. xbp5, xbp7, xbp8, xbp9, xbp10 and
xbp14) are shown in Fig. 2 for the Ti_poly filter. Similarly in
Fig. 3, we present the light curves of these XBPs observed with
Al_mesh filter. The intensity oscillation is seen in all the light
curves of the XBPs (presented in Figs. 2 and 3) observed with
the two filters and the fluctuations have similar patterns in both

cases. The temporal variations in the intensity of XBPs observed
with Ti_poly filter show an intensity oscillations on timescales of
between a few minutes and hours (Kariyappa & Varghese 2008).
From Figs. 2 and 3, we note that xbp8 does not exhibit impulsive
brightness variations, but that the brightness gradually decreases
with time. On the other hand, xbp5, xbp7, xbp9, and xbp14 do
show impulsive energy deposition which is presumably caused
by reconnection. Some of the variations in brightness shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 could be the result of two effects: an actual increase
in the surface brightness of XBPs and an increase in the area of
XBP. The latter effect can be mitigated by taking the ratio of im-
ages observed in two filters. We derived the ratio of the intensity
values of each XBP observed with two filters. The variations of
the intensity ratios are presented in Fig. 4 for xbp5, xbp7, xbp8,
xbp9, xbp10, and xbp14. It is evident from these figures that the
fluctuations in the intensity ratio of XBPs are similar to the in-
tensity oscillations shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Fig. 4. Variation in the intensity ratios
(Ti_poly/Al_mesh) of XBPs: xbp5, xbp7,
xbp8, xbp9, xbp10, and xbp14 (intensity ratio
versus start time).

Fig. 5. Variations in the XRT Ti_poly & Al_mesh filter responses as a
function of temperature after including the contamination layer.

To determine the temperature of XBPs, we derived the
XRT filter temperature response curves for Ti_poly and Al_mesh
after including the contamination layer (see Fig. 5). Using these
filter temperature response curves and the intensity ratios, we
determined the temperature of each XBP. We estimated the er-
rors in the temperatures by assuming photon statistics for the
filter fluxes, and folding these through the filter ratio versus tem-
perature to estimate temperature errors. We stress that these are
random errors only; systematic errors due to uncertainties in,
e.g., calibrations, the contamination layer, etc. are not included,
but are smaller than the random errors. For example, in Fig. 6
we show the temporal variations in temperature of xbp5, xbp7,
xbp8, xbp9, xbp10, and xbp14 with error bars (random errors).

All the XBPs exhibit temperature fluctuations similar to in-
tensity oscillations, although the relationship between tempera-
ture and intensity oscillations is not linear (see Fig. 7). We note
that the temperature is well correlated with the intensity of all the
XBPs, except for xbp7 where the temperature is anti-correlated

Table 1. Mean temperature of XBPs.

XBP Temperature (MK) XBP Temperature (MK)
xbp1 1.30 xbp8 1.53
xbp2 1.24 xbp9 1.54
xbp3 2.31 xbp10 1.19
xbp4 1.24 xbp11 1.24
xbp5 1.11 xbp12 1.24
xbp6 1.23 xbp13 1.64
xbp7 1.18 xbp14 3.44

with the intensity. One possible explanation of the anticorrela-
tion for xbp7 could be that the xbp7 is at the end of the recon-
nection process, when the reconnection between two indepen-
dent magnetic poles is nearly complete. Figure 3 (right panel) in
Longcope & Kankelborg (1999) shows a change in the energy
deposit as two poles approach and reconnect with each other.
The amount of energy increases, reaches a maximum, and then
decreases. Thus, xbp7 is at the late stages of that process, during
which the reconnection episodes continue and inject high tem-
perature plasma into corona, although the amount of injected en-
ergy is relatively small compared to the energy injected by previ-
ous episodes. Hence, there is a large amount of plasma that cools
because of radiative cooling; reconnection episodes still produce
a variation in brightness, but the high-temperature plasma (sup-
plied by reconnection events) is masked by a bulk of cooler
plasma already present above the reconnection site. We found
a similar anticorrelation in xbp7 observed with the Al_mesh fil-
ter. The above scenario, however, requires verification by means
of a detailed study of the evolution of the magnetic properties
of XBPs using high-cadence magnetograms. Unfortunately, no
such magnetograms of sufficiently high cadence is available for
the time period described in this paper.

We note from Fig. 6 and Table 1 that the average temperature
of the 14 XBPs ranges from 1.1 MK to 3.4 MK. The xbp14 is an
interesting bright point located in an active region with a higher
temperature value of 3.4 MK. This suggests that xbp14 may be
heated by a different process from the rest of XBPs. The light
curve of xbp14 shows a sharp peak around 19:00–20:00 h where
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Fig. 6. Temperature variations in xbp5, xbp7,
xbp8, xbp9, xbp10, and xbp14. The error bars
are shown and the mean error in the estimated
temperature is about ±0.01 MK. (temperature
in MK versus start time)

Fig. 7. Scatter diagrams of temperature (in MK)
versus intensity (in DN/s) measured in Ti_poly
of XBPs (xbp5, xbp7, xbp8, xbp9, xbp10, and
xbp14).

the temperature increases to 7 MK (Fig. 6). This could be due
to a nanoflare. However, we have only one such sample in our
data set and it would be interesting to make a detailed study of
a large sample of active region XBPs to understand the different
processes and compare with other XBPs.

McIntosh (2007) classified the bright points seen in He II and
soft X-rays as cool and hot bright points, respectively. Similarly,
Tian et al. (2008) show that the bright feature seen at coronal
temperature represents the hot component, and that the corre-
sponding bright emission at the transition region is the cool com-
ponent of a bright point. These authors examined the bright point
observed at different heights in the solar atmosphere that hence
formed at different temperature levels, whereas we found that
XBPs of different temperatures are present at the same range of
heights in the corona.

The use of filter ratios is only strictly valid for isothermal
plasmas, hence it is important to consider just how isothermal

XBP plasma is. Brosius et al. (2008), using EUNIS on a sound-
ing rocket, find a differential emission measure (DEM) peak at
log T ∼ 6.15 and a minimum at log T ∼ 5.35 a factor of 3.5
lower in DEM. A similar peak temperature was found earlier by
Habbal et al. (1990). Tian et al. (2008) note a two-component
structure, one at log T ≈ 6.1−6.3 and one at transition region
temperatures log T ≈ 5.2−5.4 (see also McIntosh 2007). XRT
is progressively less sensitive to plasma below log T ≈ 6.0
(Fig. 5), and so primarily sees the narrow hot component; Saar
et al. (2009) detected a slightly varying 〈log T 〉 in a narrow peak
around log T ∼ 6.1. Thus, while the DEM may not fall off enor-
mously for log T < 6.0 (Brosius et al. 2008), the drop-off in
XRT sensitivity may be sufficient to effectively isolate the hotter
XBP DEM peak and ensure that XBPs are effectively isothermal
for XRT purposes.

It is interesting to study the relation between the temperature
of XBPs (both cooler & hotter) and the strength of the magnetic
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field, and how the magnetic field plays a role in driving the dif-
ferent brightenings and different temperature values and in the
heating mechanisms of the corona at the sites of XBPs. This
would require a detailed investigation of high resolution and
high-time cadence magnetograms, which were unavailable for
a given sequence of XRT observations. Nevertheless, one can
gain useful insights from the dynamical evolution and changes
in the morphology of XBPs. Our analysis of long time-series ob-
servational data taken in multiple filters of the XBPs reveal more
of the dynamical nature and the physical properties of different
classes (cooler and hotter) of XBPs. XBPs exhibit temperature
fluctuations in time (Fig. 6) and the mean temperatures in the
range from 1.1 MK to 3.4 MK. We speculate that the tempera-
ture fluctuations may be associated with the reconnection of the
magnetic field forming XBPs. Comparing Figs. 2, 3, and 6, we
see that some XBPs (e.g., xbp8) do not exhibit impulsive vari-
ations, but both brightness and temperature gradually decrease
with time. This indicates that for xbp8 the reconnection process
is complete, and what we see is plasma slowly cooling down.
However, the radiative cooling time in the corona should be
about 5–20 min (e.g., Aschwanden 2004), so, the reconnection
may still take place, but there is no impulsive reconnection. On
the other hand, xbp5, xbp7, xbp9, xbp14, and possibly xbp10 do
show impulsive energy deposition due to reconnection and the
high temperature plasma in these cases is indicative of the recon-
nection. The temperature values and their variations suggest that
the XBPs show a high variability in their temperature and that
the heating rate of XBPs is highly variable on short timescales.
Verifying the above evolution would require a detailed study of
thermal and magnetic properties of XBPs, which we plan to con-
duct in the near future.
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